1. Place the bag back side down and unfold. Flip the side panels up to support the bag's sides. **Note:** The bag may not look square until the drawers are installed and the assembly is complete.

2. Remove the protective paper from the tape and fold all sides of the drawer up 90°.

3. Fold the drawer’s front and rear sections up to the mounting point on the drawer’s sides, securing them in place with the tape.

4. Remove the protective paper from the tape and install the front and rear edge supports.

5. Repeat steps 2 – 4 for each drawer. Install the bottom drawer, then shelf, center drawer, shelf and top drawer in that order. Fold in the shelf side flaps to make them easier to install and secure them using the hook and loop material.

6. Adjust the shelves as needed. **Note:** Some resistance when opening the drawers is normal.

For repairs or replacement, contact our Hobby Services department:

**Hobby Services**
3002 N. Apollo Drive Suite 1
Champaign, Illinois 61822
Attn: Service Department

**Phone:** (217) 398-0007
9:00 am–5:00 pm Central Time M-F
E-mail: hobbieservices@hobbico.com
hobbieservices.com